
ROCK RIVER REGATTA 2020   5th Annual  

 
Sponsored by the YAHARA District 

 

This event is open to all Scouts BSA, Venture Crews, and 

Scouters.  Sorry the Cubs will have to wait until they join a 

Troop.  For the 5th annual we have changed up the course and 

added a camping element.  Registration begins at 7am and will 

wrap up at 8 am or close to it.  We will have a short Safety Talk 

before we hit the water. 

Canoes or kayaks are viable watercraft for this event.  Most 

racers bring their own equipment, but we do have 12 canoes 

(equipped with paddles and PFD’s) for Rental.  We will paddle 

down the scenic Rock River to the Indianford Dam, exit the river 



and portage a few hundred feet to the entrance past the dam 

(we will have some spotters to assist the contestants with the 

portage).  The next time your feet hit dry land you will be at 

Camp Indian Trails.  Awaiting you there will be a meal and 

awards!!! Anybody that is just racing or having lunch with us 

Thank you so much and see you next year. 

 

For those that are camping you will have the afternoon to set 

up your tents.  And catch a rejuvenating nap if you so desire.  

Dinner will be served around 5 pm.  After dinner there will be 

some AWESOME programming, like a treasure hunt and 

Campfire!  Then breakfast in the am pack up and depart. 

 

Now for the Covid 19 details that have made this almost not 

happen which would have made me sad.   

 

At Registration and during the safety talk we will mask up!  As 

you enter the water no mask, unless you want to or need too.   

 

Portaging mask not needed unless your craft is less than 6’       

 

We must practice social distancing at Camp Indian Trails.   

There will be 1 person per tent unless it is a sibling or parent. 



Tents will be 10’ apart.  On our parade field. Or if you are out of 

council and staying Friday you will be in your sites. 

 

Food will be prepped in our Camp Dining hall following all of 

the Glaciers Edge Council Camp Policies.  Masks needed for 

chow lines. 

 

I am so excited to camp somewhere other than my backyard 

this year        If you have further questions please reach out! 

 

Dan Burhans 

608-445-8620 

burhansdan@gmail.com  
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